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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FACILITATING 
CONTROL OF A TARGET COMPUTER BY A 

REMOTE COMPUTER 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to the field of computer 
maintenance, and in particular, the field of computer net 
work maintenance. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. As computer networks have become more and 
more extensive, the challenges associated with maintenance 
and control of Such networks have become exponentially 
larger. In a typical Setting, the operators of computer Stations 
are not the same people as those who maintain the computer 
hardware and Software. In the case of computer Server 
hardware, there are no explicit operators, in the Sense that 
computer Servers are not used directly by users to do their 
work. Instead, users typically do their work at one of many 
computers connected to the Server. Thus, in the case of 
computer Servers, the Servers are only used directly when 
maintenance is being performed on the Server. AS computer 
networks have become larger, it has become necessary to 
have specialized groups of people responsible for mainte 
nance of computer equipment, including Servers. 

0.003 Maintenance of computers takes a number of 
forms. For example, it involves fixing computer equipment 
after it has failed. However, in an attempt to reduce down 
time, many owners of computer networks have taken a 
preventative approach to maintenance. Preventative main 
tenance includes monitoring for problems, Solving problems 
after they are detected, and deploying upgrades to prevent 
future problems. Maintenance may also include the adding 
of features, applications and data to the computer. 

0004. The increased size of computer networks has also 
led to a change in the physical arrangement of networks, and 
the way they are communicated with by maintenance per 
Sonnel. Often, computer networks are very large, and may 
include hundreds or even thousands of Servers located in 
Separate Server rooms far removed from the location of 
maintenance perSonnel. Therefore, direct use of the Servers 
by maintenance perSonnel is impractical. Furthermore, even 
if the maintenance perSonnel are on location, it is impractical 
for them to conduct maintenance activities on hundreds or 
thousands of target computer Servers by moving physically 
from one Server to the next. 

0005 One basic requirement for maintenance personnel, 
in accomplishing their task of monitoring the target com 
puters, is that the Status information being monitored be 
made available to the maintenance perSonnel. There are two 
main categories of target computers that maintenance per 
Sonnel would typically monitor. The first consists of com 
puters that are primarily based on a graphical interface, and 
the Second consists of computers that are primarily based on 
a command line interface. In graphical interface-based com 
puters, Such as those using the Windows" operating SyS 
tem, the System information is available as a graphical 
display on the target computer's Screen. Therefore, to have 
this information, maintenance perSonnel at a remote location 
must have access to the target computer's Video in order to 
monitor the target computer. 
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0006. In command line-based computers, such as those 
using Unix" or Unix-derivative operating Systems, a log 
file is generally available with periodic Status reports. This 
log file would be available to a local user of a computer and 
could be displayed on the Screen. For maintenance perSonnel 
to monitor Such a computer, they need to have access, at the 
remote location, to this log file. 
0007. In addition, maintenance personnel must be able to 
choose among various types of information available from 
the target computer in order to monitor effectively. This 
involves the maintenance perSonnel having access to the 
Standard input devices of the target computer. Typically, the 
Standard input devices are the keyboard and mouse, but they 
may also include Such items as graphic tablets and Serial 
console ports. 
0008 Conducting maintenance activities involving 
upgrades also requires control of the target computer. This 
includes having access to the Screen shot or log file, and the 
Standard input and output devices of the computer. It is also 
necessary for maintenance perSonnel to have access to the 
media on which the upgrade information are Stored. If the 
medium is, for example, a CDROM or floppy disk, the 
maintenance perSonnel have historically needed to be physi 
cally present at the target computer to insert the CDROM 
and Swap CDROMs as required. 
0009. In the past, to provide the necessary access for 
maintenance perSonnel to the target computers, “KVM’ 
Switches were developed. “KVM” stands for Keyboard 
Video and Mouse. The purpose of a KVM switch is to 
provide remote access to a target computer. 
0010 Early KVM switches were analog, connecting one 
or more target computers and one or more remote users. This 
would allow a remote user to Select, usually by moving a 
mechanical Switch, which target computer's keyboard, 
Video and mouse he would have access to. 

0011 Analog KVM switches can be relatively inexpen 
Sive. AS well, their “perceived performance' can be quite 
good, meaning that a user accessing a target computer from 
a remote location from an analog KVM switch will have an 
experience very similar to the experience he would have if 
he were using the target computer directly. However, analog 
KVM switches have a number of disadvantages. Very basic 
analog KVM Switches require the operator to be co-located 
with the target computers. In other words, if a user wishes 
to have access to eight different computers through a basic 
analog KVM switch, he must be co-located with those eight 
computers, and can acceSS each one in turn by actuating the 
Switch. To use analog KVM Switches in circumstances 
where the user is located remotely from the target comput 
ers, analog KVM extenders are required. However, even 
analog KVM extenders often place Strict constraints on the 
physical distance between the user the target computers. 
Such extenders typically require that the user be located 
within 300 metres of the target computers. 
0012 Another disadvantage of analog KVM switches is 
that they are not easily Scalable. In other words, creating 
networks of KVM switches, and adding additional target and 
remote computers to that network is difficult, usually result 
ing in escalating costs and reduced performance. U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 5,721,842; 5,884,096; 5,937,176; 6,378,009; and 
6,388,658 disclose various analog KVM switches and 
extenderS having these disadvantages. 
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0013 Another related problem with analog KVM 
Switches is that if the remote site is far removed from the 
target site, the receiver of the KVM switch must be hand 
tuned for optimal video performance. Without such hand 
tuning, the Video quality at the remote computer Suffers, 
resulting in an lower-than-optimal perceived performance. 
The requirement of hand-tuning makes the installation of a 
network of analog of KVM switches cumbersome and 
expensive. 
0.014 Subsequent to the development of analog KVM 
Switches, digital KVM switches were developed. A digital 
KVM Switch is typically connected on one Side to a target 
computer. The other end of the Switch is connected to a LAN 
port, and ultimately to the internet or another network. The 
remote computerS receive the target video, and transmit 
keyboard and mouse Signals, over that network. Unlike the 
analog approach to Switching video, keyboard and mouse 
information, the digital KVM digitizes the video received 
from the target computer, and then transmits it to the remote 
computer via the LAN link. 
0.015 Digital KVMs may also be attached to multiple 
target computers via an analog KVM switch. This allows the 
digital KVM Switch to access more than one target com 
puter. In some products, the digital KVM and analog KVM 
are integrated into the same unit. 
0016 A typical digital KVM switch consists of an ana 
log-to-digital converter (ADC) for capturing the targets 
video signal and converting it to digital format; a frame 
Storage device, Sometimes referred to as a "frame grabber', 
and a CPU. U.S. Pat. No. 6,539,418 discloses a KVM switch 
with these general features. 
0.017. A typical target computer puts out a video signal 
containing a very large amount of raw data. A typical video 
resolution is 1024 pixels per horizontal video line, with 768 
lines per Video frame and 60 complete frames transmitted 
per Second. Each pixel on a colour monitor may have a red 
component, a green component and a blue component. Most 
computers use 8 bits of information for each of these 
components, resulting in a 24-bit colour word representing 
each pixel. In this example, then, the target video signal 
consists of 1,132,462,080 bits per second (1.132 gigabits). 
This bit rate is Substantially higher than the capacity of any 
practically-available LAN connection. As a result, digital 
KVM devices typically use some form of video data reduc 
tion technology. One approach is to compare Successive 
Video frames and extract pixel differences between Succes 
sive frames. This uses far less bandwidth then transmitting 
every whole new frame to the remote computer. In one 
typical difference calculation method, the digital KVM 
Switch captures an entire Video frame. After the entire new 
Video frame is captured, each pixel is compared with the 
corresponding pixel in the previous video frame. Once all 
the pixel changes have been determined, the differences 
between the new frame and the previous frame are Sent to 
the remote computer, and the Video on the remote computer 
is updated to match the new frame that has been received 
from the target computer. 
0.018 Digital KVM technology has an advantage over 
analog KVM technology, in that it is better able to handle 
Situations where the remote computer is distant physically 
from the target computer or computers. However, digital 
KVM also introduces a number of disadvantages not present 
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with analog KVM technology. The first main disadvantage 
is perceived performance. With digital KVM, there is often 
a noticeable lag at the remote computer between when a 
control input occurs (e.g. the movement of a mouse) and 
when the Video display shows the response (e.g. the mouse 
arrow moving on the Screen). The size of this time lag can 
be related to several factors. The first factor is how quickly 
the digital KVM switch can calculate differences in succes 
Sive Video frames. The longer Such calculation takes, the 
longer it will take to see the results of a control input on the 
Video Screen of the remote terminal. Also, longer difference 
calculation times can lower the number of frames that are 
actually processed by the KVM switch. For example, in a 
Video signal consisting of 60 frames per Second, a new frame 
is generated every 16.7 milliseconds. However, if the dif 
ference calculation takes 32 milliseconds, then the KVM 
Switch will have to skip at least every second frame. When 
frames are missed by the KVM switch, the motion on the 
Video Screen of the remote terminal will appear jerky, with 
missing information, rather than Smooth, as is would be the 
case if every frame were processed by the KVM switch. 
0019. The second factor affecting speed is the amount of 
time the digital KVM takes to generate the data to be sent to 
the remote terminal. The KVM, after calculating the differ 
ences between a new frame and the previous frame, must 
then translate the difference information into actual frame 
pixel information. In a typical digital KVM, the frame 
grabber captures a Single frame of Video. After that frame is 
captured in its entirety, a microprocessor loads the frame 
into its own working memory. The difference calculation is 
performed by the microprocessor to determine the differ 
ences between the just-captured frame and the previous 
frame. Then, the same microprocessor translates that differ 
ence information into actual frame pixel information. 
0020. This typical KVM implementation creates certain 
disadvantages. AS described above, the rate of data being 
generated by the target computer's Video signal is very large. 
Thus, the digital KVM requires a CPU with a very high data 
processing rate, which translates into higher CPU costs. In 
addition, there is less processing power available for other 
features. In Some applications, Security concerns require that 
the digital KVM be able to encrypt its video, keyboard and 
mouse information, So that the data cannot be easily inter 
cepted. This is particularly important in cases where the 
KVM is connected to the remote computer via the internet. 
However, Such encryption requires significantly more CPU 
processing power. Historically, this extra power requirement 
has been a barrier to traditional digital KVM technology 
providing encryption, except at much higher System costs, or 
by Sacrificing perceived performance. 

0021. There are other issues raised by the specific method 
by which digital KVM technology operates. In analog KVM 
technology, the target computer's Video signal is simply 
received and routed to the remote computer. However, 
digital KVM technology requires digitizing the Video signal, 
and then calculating differences between the new frame the 
previous frame. A typical Video signal has a particular 
predetermined resolution which specifies the number of 
pixels per line, and the number of lines per Video frame. In 
the analog domain, each line of Video has an active area, 
where the actual Screen picture information is contained, and 
a blanking area, usually represented in the colour black. The 
blanking area is added to each line to provide the extra time 
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between lines for repositioning the Scanning electron beams 
that create the image on the Screen. The blanking area at the 
end of each line contains a horizontal-Sync or H-sync pulse, 
which the monitor uses to determine when the electronbeam 
should realign itself. 
0022. Similarly, the entire video frame has an active area 
and a blanking area containing lines not included in the 
active Video region. During the blanking area, a vertical 
Sync or V-Sync pulse is transmitted. This pulse is used by the 
CRT to cause the electron beam to move back to the 
beginning of the frame. 
0023 The time between the end of the H-sync pulses, and 
the start of the active portion of the next line of video is 
arbitrary, but will be constant for a particular implementa 
tion of a particular video rate or resolution. Similarly, the 
time between the end of the V-sync pulse and the start of the 
active portion of the next video frame is arbitrary, but is also 
constant for a particular implementation of a particular video 
rate or resolution. 

0024. To a local user of a computer, a variance between 
different Video rates can be dealt with by adjusting certain 
control parameters. Most monitors have a control to adjust 
the times between the Sync pulses and the active region of 
the video. When the beam speed is incorrect, the picture will 
either appear "Squished”, that is, Smaller than the Screen, or 
“stretched”, that is, larger than the Screen. Most monitors 
have a control to adjust beam Speed. 
0.025 A remote user of a target computer through a KVM 
does not have access to these controls on the target com 
puters's monitor. Also, with digital KVM, the ADC must 
extract each pixel from the analog video signals waveform. 
This is accomplished by Sampling. Ideally, Sampling will 
take place at the precise centre of the time allocated to each 
pixel. However, the pixels can be located only with refer 
ence to the Sync pulses, and the location of the Sync pulses 
is arbitrary. 
0026. There are a number of problems that can arise from 
improper predictions of pixel timing, resulting in incorrect 
Sampling. For example, the Video image produced by the 
digital KVM could have some pixels or lines cut off on the 
picture edges, or Some pixels or lines added to the picture 
edges. A further effect of incorrect pixel Sampling is Sample 
jitter. If pixels are Sampled near the edges, instead of at their 
central point, then the repeated Sampling of an unchanged 
pixel will Sometimes result in one Sampled value. Such 
dithering between two or more Similar values will cause the 
KVM to think that a pixel has changed, even if it has not. 
This results in the generation of extraneous data, and unnec 
essary bandwidth usage. This in turn results in slower 
response times of the KVM, since there is less bandwidth 
available to transmit the real differences between the current 
frame and the previous frame. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0027. Therefore, what is preferred is a KVM system or 
method which addresses one or more of these problems. The 
invention will preferably include a KVM system or method 
having increased processing Speed. Preferably, the System 
will reduce bandwidth usage and provide good usability and 
perceived performance for the user of the remote computer. 
0028. In one aspect of the invention, there is provided a 
method of capturing a new Video frame from a target 
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computer to permit the updating of a remote computer with 
the Video output of the target computer, wherein Said new 
Video frame comprises a Series of new frame pixels to be 
captured, which Series includes an initial new frame pixel to 
be captured and a final new frame pixel to be captured, the 
new frame pixels to be captured being represented in a video 
Signal from the target computer, the method comprising the 
Steps of, beginning with the initial new frame pixel: (A) 
receiving for comparison a new frame pixel from the Series, 
then (B) comparing the new frame pixel to a corresponding 
reference frame pixel; then (C) if the final new frame pixel 
has not been captured, repeating StepS A and B for the next 
new frame pixel in the Series. 
0029 Preferably, step B comprises the steps of determin 
ing if Said new frame pixel is different from Said corre 
sponding reference frame pixel, and, if Said new frame pixel 
is different from Said corresponding reference frame pixel, 
flagging a new frame update unit corresponding to Said new 
frame pixel if Said corresponding new frame update unit has 
not already been flagged. 
0030. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a System for capturing a new Video frame from a target 
computer to permit the updating of a remote computer 
displaying the Video output of the target computer, wherein 
the new video frame comprises a Series of new frame pixels 
to be captured, which Series includes an initial new frame 
pixel to be captured and a final new frame pixel to be 
captured, the System comprising a comparison module and 
a memory module operatively connected to Said comparison 
module, the comparison module being configured to receive 
for comparison the initial new frame pixel from Said target 
computer, then, compare the initial new frame pixel to a 
corresponding reference frame pixel and Save the initial new 
video frame pixel in the memory module; then, if the final 
new frame pixel has not been captured, repeat Said receiv 
ing, comparing and Saving Steps in respect of the next new 
frame pixel in the Series. 
0031. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a method of providing updated Video from a target computer 
to a remote computer, the method comprising the Steps of: 

0032 (A) performing the method of comparing as 
described above; 

0033 (B) searching for flags indicating flagged new 
frame update units, and 

0034) (C) moving flagged new frame update units to 
a reference frame output location for eventual trans 
mission to the remote computer. 

0035) In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a method of determining whether to reacquire a Video signal 
from a target computer, wherein the Video signal of the target 
computer is being compared with reference Video, and 
update data is being generated from the comparison for 
transmission to a remote computer, the method comprising 
the Steps of: 

0036 (A) monitoring a first condition indicating 
information about a resolution of the Video signal; 

0037 (B) monitoring a second condition indicating 
information about the resolution of the Video signal; 

0038 (C) if the second condition changes so as to 
indicate a change in the resolution, but the first 
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condition does not change So as to indicate a change 
in the resolution, Suspending comparison and update 
data generation and continuing to monitor the first 
condition to determine whether to reacquire the 
Video signal; and 

0039 (D) if the second condition continues to indi 
cate a change in the resolution, and the first condition 
changes So as to indicate a change in the resolution, 
determining that the Video signal will be reacquired. 

0040. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a method of updating Video from a target computer on a 
remote computer, the method comprising the Steps of 

0041) (I) comparing a video frame from the target 
computer to reference Video; 

0042 (ii) generating data in the comparing Step for 
use in updating the remote computer; 

0043 (iii) reacquiring the video signal by perform 
ing the method of claim 31; 

0044) (iv) when the video signal has been reac 
quired, resuming Said comparing and generating 
StepS. 

0.045. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a digital KVM System comprising: 
0046 an analog-to-digital converter for digitizing an 
incoming Video signal to produce a Series of new frame pixel 
digital values, 
0047 a difference calculator for calculating the difference 
between each new frame pixel digital value and a corre 
sponding reference frame pixel digital value, the difference 
calculator comprising a field programmable gate array. 
0.048. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a method for improving the promptness with which move 
ment of a mouse at a remote computer is shown on the 
Screen of the remote computer, wherein the mouse is used to 
create inputs to a target computer via a digital KVM, and the 
Screen of the remote computer is updated by the digital 
KVM to display the video from the video signal of the target 
computer, the method comprising the Steps of 
0049 maintaining a representation of an initial position 
of the mouse; 
0050 receiving at the KVM an indication that the mouse 
has moved; 
0051 in response to the indication, interrupting a prepro 
grammed updating Sequence of the KVM and updating the 
Video of the remote computer to reflect the mouse move 
ment; and 

0052 
0053. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a System for regulating the transmission of Video update 
units to M remote computers, M being a whole number 
greater than or equal to one, wherein Video frame informa 
tion is being received from a target computer and Video 
update units being generated in response thereto, and 
wherein each remote computer is being updated with the 
update units via a corresponding communication channel 
having a corresponding Speed, the System comprising: 

resuming the preprogrammed Sequence. 
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0054 an update unit generator and an update unit output 
location for holding for transmission pending update units 
generated by the update unit generator; 

0055 a scanner associated with each channel, each said 
Scanner being configured to cause transmission of the pend 
ing update units from the output location according to a 
preprogrammed Sequence, each Scanner having an operating 
Speed that is coordinated with the Speed of the correspond 
ing channel; 

0056 the update unit generator, output location and scan 
ners being configured Such that, if a pending update unit is 
Superseded by a new version of the pending update unit prior 
to being transmitted, the new version will be transmitted and 
the version of the pending update unit that was Superseded 
will not be transmitted. 

0057 Preferably, the output location is configured to hold 
only a most recent version of each pending update unit, and 
not Superseded pending update units. Preferably, each 
update unit comprises a tile corresponding to a region of 
video screen pixels. Preferably, the system further includes 
output location individual tilestamps, the output location 
individual tilestamps being associated with the output loca 
tion, with an output location individual tilestamp corre 
sponding to each tile, the System further including output 
location row tilestamps corresponding to each row of tiles, 
Said output location row tilestamps being associated with the 
output location and corresponding to each row of tiles, the 
output location being configured Such that the output loca 
tion individual tilestamps are each incremented each time 
the corresponding tile is transferred to the output location for 
transmission. 

0058 Preferably, the system further includes a tilestamp 
Storage location associated with each Scanner and its corre 
sponding remote computer, each Scanner tilestamp Storage 
location including a Storage location individual tilestamp 
asSociated with each tile and a Storage location row tiles 
tamp associated with each row of tiles, each Scanner and 
corresponding tilestamp Storage location being configured 
Such that the preprogrammed Sequence comprises: 

0059 (A) scanning each storage location row tiles 
tamp, 

0060 (B) comparing each storage location row tiles 
tamp to the corresponding output location row tiles 
tamp, 

0061 (C) if the storage location row tilestamp dif 
fers from the corresponding output location row 
tilestamp, determining that the corresponding row 
contains at least one tile to be transmitted; 

0062 (D) scanning the storage location individual 
tilestamps corresponding to tiles within the corre 
sponding row, comparing them to the corresponding 
output location individual tilestamps, transmitting 
each tile for which a difference is found between the 
corresponding Storage location tilestamp and the 
corresponding output location tilestamp, increment 
ing the corresponding Storage location tilestamp to 
make it equal in value to the corresponding output 
location individual tilestamp, and resuming the 
Sequence at Step A. 
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0.063. In another aspect of the invention, there is provided 
a device for permitting control of a target computer by a 
remote computer, wherein the device is operatively connect 
able to the remote computer So as to receive remote com 
puter mouse and keyboard Signals and transmit Video update 
data to the remote computer, the device further being opera 
tively connectable to the target computer So as to provide the 
remote computer keyboard and mouse Signals as control 
inputs to the target computer and So as to receive a target 
computer Video Signal for generation of Video update data, 
the device including a virtual memory disk, the Virtual 
floppy disk comprising a memory Space associated with the 
device, the device being configured to permit a user of the 
remote computer to mount the device to the remote com 
puter, transfer data to the Virtual memory disk, and unmount 
the virtual memory disk, the device further being configured 
to permit the user, by controlling the target computer 
through the remote computer, to mount the Virtual memory 
disk to the target computer, transfer the data to the target 
computer, and unmount the virtual memory disk from the 
target computer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.064 Reference will now be made, by way of example 
only, to drawings of the invention, which illustrate the 
preferred embodiment of the invention, and in which: 
0065 FIG. 1 is a schematic drawing of a remote com 
puter, target computer and KVM Switch according to the 
present invention; 
0.066 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of multiple remote 
computers, a KVM Switch and multiple target computers 
according to the present invention; 
0067 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a KVM switch 
according to the present invention; 
0068 FIGS. 4A and 4B show the KVM in capture and 
update modes according to the present invention; 
0069 FIG. 5 shows the steps involved in acquiring a 
Video resolution and determining whether to reacquire Video 
resolution according to the present invention; 
0070 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the tile staleness 
buffer according to the present invention; 
0071 FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a properly phase 
adjusted Sampling clock, 
0.072 FIG. 8 is a diagram showing an improperly phase 
adjusted Sampling clock, 
0.073 FIG. 9 shows a test pattern according to the present 
invention; 
0074 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of the virtual 
keyboard, mouse and floppy according to the present inven 
tion; and 
0075 FIG. 11 is a diagram of an analog waveform 
representing an Stream of alternating black and white pixels. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0.076 Referring now to FIG. 1, a target computer 12 is 
shown. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, KVM Switch 
14 is connected directly to target computer 12, and receives 
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the Video signals of target computer 12. In the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2, N target computers 12 (N>1) are con 
nected through an analog KVM switch 16 to the digital 
KVM switch 14. In this way, users of one of M (MD1) 
remote computers 20, as will be more particularly described 
below, can receive the Video signals of any one of N target 
computers 12, and control those target computerS 12 by the 
keyboard and mouse Signals being transmitted thereto. The 
user of a remote computer 20 can choose which target 
computer 12 is controlled by Switching the analog KVM 
Switch 16. 

0077. The KVM switch 14 is connected, preferably via a 
LAN port 16, to the internet, designated by reference 
numeral 18. The remote computer 20 receives information 
from the KVM switch 14 via the internet 18. It will be 
appreciated that the connection between the KVM switch 14 
and the remote computer 20 need not necessarily be via a 
LAN port 16 and through the internet 18, as preferred. It is 
possible for the connection to take any form which permits 
the transmission of digital video data from the KVM switch 
14 to the remote computer 20. What is important is that the 
remote computer 20 be connected to the KVM switch 14 in 
a manner that allows it to receive Video update data from the 
KVM switch 14. Nevertheless, it will be appreciated that the 
preferred mode of connection between the KVM switch 14 
and the remote computer 20 is one which permits the 
efficient transmission of digital video data from the KVM 
Switch 14 to a remote computer 20, the remote computer 20 
being remotely located from the KVM switch 14 and the 
target computer 12. 

0078. The remote computer 20 is connected, via the 
internet 18, to the KVM switch 14, which receives from the 
remote computer 20 its keyboard and mouse outputs. Those 
outputs are routed through the KVM switch 14 to the target 
computer 12. Thus, the remote computer can be used to 
control one or more target computers 12. Through the KVM 
Switch 14 and the internet 18, the remote computer 20 
receives video from the target computer 12. The video thus 
received can be displayed on the Screen of the remote 
computer 20, allowing the operator at the remote computer 
to See the output of the target computer 12. AS explained 
above, this output can take the form of information pre 
Sented on a graphical interface (e.g. MicroSoft Windows) or, 
it can take the form of a log file present on the target 
computer 12, showing its Status. 

0079) To effect control of the target computer 12, the 
keyboard and mouse outputs of the remote computer 20 are 
routed to the target computer 12 via the internet 18 and 
KVM 14. The KVM 14 is connected to the target comput 
er(s) 12 Such that the keyboard and mouse signals from the 
remote computer 20 are treated by the target computer 12 as 
its own keyboard and mouse. Thus, action taken with the 
keyboard and mouse at the remote computer 20 have the 
Same effect on the target computer 12 as if those actions have 
been taken locally, at the target computer 12. 

0080 FIG. 3 shows preferred components included in 
KVM 14. These include the analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC) 22, a central processing unit (CPU) 36, a synchro 
nous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM) 38 and a 
field programmable gate array (FPGA) 40. The specific 
functioning of these components will be more particularly 
described below. It will be appreciated that, though the 
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SDRAM38 is shown schematically as a single block, it may 
be implemented as more than one SDRAM component. 
Also, the SDRAM38 may be apportioned such that the CPU 
36 and FPGA 40 each have exclusive access to particular 
portions of the SDRAM 38. 
0081. The KVM 14 also preferably includes the CPU's 
non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) 37, which preferably stores, 
inter alia, the CPU program, the FPGA configuration, the 
video resolution table described below, and other system 
information. 

0082 It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 
the memory in the KVM 14 need not be organized in this 
preferred manner to be comprehended by the invention. 
What is preferred, however, is that sufficient and properly 
configured memory be provided to perform the function 
herein described. 

0083) Referring now to FIG. 4A, the KVM 14 and FPGA 
40 are shown in Video frame capture mode, i.e. the mode in 
which the new video frame is received for comparison and 
compared to the previous one. In the preferred embodiment, 
the analog video Signal from the target computer is con 
verted to a digital signal by the ADC 22. The output of the 
ADC 22 is a Series of digital values, each of which repre 
sents a pixel of the video frame being received by the ADC. 
0084. The digital KVM 14 preferably includes a new 
frame Storage buffer 24 and a reference frame Storage buffer 
26. Most preferably, these buffers 24.26 are implemented in 
the SDRAM. As each pixel value is outputted by the ADC 
32, it is stored in the new frame storage buffer 24, whose 
function it is to act as a Storage location for the new video 
frame currently being received by the ADC 22 and con 
verted to a digital Signal. 
0085. As each pixel is stored in the new frame storage 
buffer 24, that pixel is also compared by the FPGA 40 with 
the corresponding pixel from the previous (or reference) 
frame, which is read by the FPGA 40 from the reference 
frame storage buffer 26. The reference frame storage buffer 
26 stores the frame that was received prior to the frame that 
is currently being received and Stored in the new frame 
Storage buffer 24. The timing of the reading of the reference 
pixel and the writing of the corresponding new to pixel to the 
new frame storage buffer 24 is controlled such that each 
pixel from the new frame is compared with the correct, 
corresponding, pixel from the reference frame. 
0.086 If the pixel from the new frame is sufficiently 
different from the corresponding reference frame pixel, then 
a flag is set in a tile difference buffer 28 to indicate that the 
new frame update unit (defined below)corresponding to the 
new Video frame pixel contains a pixel that has changed 
from the corresponding unit in the reference frame. 
0.087 As will be more particularly described below, the 
digital KVM, in update mode, will send the new frame 
update unit identified in the tile difference buffer 28 to an 
output location for transmission to the remote computer 20. 
Thus, the new frame update unit is a unit, comprising a 
portion of the Video frame, that is Sent to the remote 
computer 20 to update the remote computer's video output. 
It will be appreciated that a new frame update unit can 
comprise an individual pixel, or a plurality of pixels. Pref 
erably, the new frame update unit comprises a tile, which is 
defined as an area of the Video Screen that is precisely 16 
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pixels wide and 16 pixels high. This implementation of the 
new frame update unit is preferred because the digital KVM 
14 will preferably use the public domain VNC protocol for 
transmitting video, and the use of 16 by 16 tiles facilitates 
the use of this protocol. It will be appreciated that, because 
the tile includes 256 pixels, it will often be the case that more 
than one pixel in a tile will change from one frame to the 
next. Therefore, as the FPGA 40 compares each pixel, the 
first pixel difference will cause the corresponding tile to be 
flagged. However, other pixel differences in the same tile 
will not cause the tile to be flagged, because it has already 
been flagged as a result of the first pixel difference. 
0088. The FPGA 40 further preferably includes a differ 
ence counter 31 which counts the number of pixel differ 
ences found in each comparison between a new Video frame 
and a reference Video frame. 

0089. Once an entire new frame has been received, and 
stored in the new frame storage buffer 24, the digital KVM 
14 Switches to “update” mode. This mode is described in 
FIG. 4B. In update mode, the difference scanner 30 (which 
is preferably programmed and implemented as part of the 
FPGA 40) scans through the tile difference buffer 28, 
Searching for flags indicating tiles containing pixels that 
have changed from the reference frame to the new frame. 
When a flag, indicating that a particular tile has changed, is 
found, then that tile is extracted by the FPGA 40 from the 
new frame storage buffer 24 and placed in the FPGA's tile 
output buffer 32. Preferably, the CPU 36 then copies the tile 
into the reference frame storage buffer 26 which preferably 
acts as both an output location from which the flagged tiles 
are eventually transmitted to the remote computer 20, and a 
reference frame Storage location from which the reference 
frame is read-for comparison purposes. In one preferred 
embodiment, the reference frame Storage buffer 26 is imple 
mented as two separate memory locations. Both locations 
contain the same data. The first location, associated with the 
FPGA 40, acts as the reference frame storage location used 
for comparison purposes, to which changed tiles are moved 
from the buffer 24 by the FPGA during update mode. The 
Second location, associated with the CPU 36, acts as an 
output location from which tiles are transmitted, and to 
which changed tiles are moved from the buffer 32 by the 
CPU 36. It will be appreciated that other configurations, in 
which the reference frame output and Storage locations are 
implemented in a variety of memory configurations, are 
comprehended by the invention. 
0090. After the tile difference buffer 28 has been thor 
oughly Scanned for all flags indicating changes in Video tiles, 
and once all of the flagged tiles have been moved to the tile 
output buffer 32 for transmission to the remote computer 20, 
the digital KVM reverts to “capture” mode and awaits the 
start of the next video frame. Once the next video frame 
begins, the above-described procedure for capturing the 
Video frame is repeated. 
0091. In addition to each tile that has been flagged during 
the capture phase, the tile output buffer 32 also contains a 
Status word associated with each Such tile, which Status word 
is transmitted to the remote computer 20. Two fields in the 
Status word are the tile's horizontal and Vertical coordinates 
on the Video Screen; this Screen location data is moved to the 
tile output buffer 32 for transmission to the remote computer, 
to permit the tile to be displayed by the remote computer at 
the appropriate location. 
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0092. In addition, the “average” colour of the tile is 
calculated, and the relevant value is moved to a third field of 
the Status word. The “average' colour calculation is an 
averaging of the individual red, green and blue components 
in the pixels of each tile. While the average colour is 
calculated, the FPGA40 Scans the tile to determine if all of 
its pixels are the same colour. If so, the FPGA 40 sets a 
Single colour flag in the Status word. 
0093. There are two purposes for the average colour 
calculation. The first is that, if the user of the remote 
computer 20 causes a Section of a Screen to be reduced to a 
thumbnail (e.g., reduced by a factor of 16), then each tile, 
which is 16 pixels by 16 pixels, would show up in the 
thumbnail as a Single pixel. The colour used for that pixel 
would be the “average” colour. As will be understood by 
those skilled in the art, the calculation of average colour 
facilitates the use of VNC Scaling features, Such as the one 
just described. 
0094) Anther purpose of generating average colour data 
is to reduce the amount of data that must be transmitted from 
the KVM 14 to the remote computer 20 in the event that all 
of the pixels in the relevant tile are the same colour. It is 
common for large contiguous areas of the Screen to have the 
Same colour. For example, in text documents, the margin of 
the document will typically be entirely white. Similarly, in 
most windows, the edges or borders are a consistent colour. 
0.095 When all of the pixels of a flagged tile have the 
same colour, it is unnecessary to send the data associated 
with all of the pixels in the tile. Rather, the CPU 36 can 
instead transmit only the coordinates of the tile and its 
colour. The bandwidth used in transmitting the tile is thus 
greatly reduced. This reduction in bandwidth results in faster 
rendering of the Screen on the remote computer 20, as there 
is less data to be processed by the KVM 14 and the remote 
computer 20. 

0096. The last field in the status word is a flag which 
indicates if the tile is the first tile of the frame. Using this 
information, the CPU 36 that operates the digital KVM 14 
knows when one frame ends and a new frame begins. This 
information is useful for Video alignment and adjustment 
algorithms described below. 

0097. After the flagged tiles are moved to the tile output 
buffer 32, the FPGA 40 generates an interrupt request to the 
CPU 36 if at least one changed tile is contained in the tile 
output buffer 32. Note that, if no pixels have changed from 
the reference frame to the new frame, no tiles will be 
resident in the tile output buffer 32. After the interrupt 
request is sent to the CPU 36, the tile output buffer 32 holds 
all of the flagged tiles until the CPU 36 extracts them from 
the tile output buffer 32 for transmission to the remote 
computer 20. 

0098. It will be appreciated that the KVM 14 thus acts as 
a System for comparing the new Video frame from the target 
computer 12 to the reference video frame. Each new video 
frame comprises a Series of new frame pixels to be captured, 
the Series including initial and final new frame pixels to be 
captured. The FPGA 40 is programmed to function as a 
comparison module which receives the new video frame 
pixels to be captured from the target computer 12 (through 
the ADC 22), and compares each new video frame pixel to 
be captured (beginning with the initial one) to the corre 
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sponding reference video frame pixel. The FPGA 40 is 
programmed to read the reference pixels from the buffer 26. 
The FPGA 40 then saves the new video frame pixel in the 
buffer 24, which is preferably implemented in the SDRAM 
38. The reference frame storage buffer 26 is also preferably 
implemented in the SDRAM 38, which functions as a 
memory module. The FPGA 40 then repeats the receiving, 
comparing and Saving StepS until the whole new Video frame 
(including the final new frame pixel to be captured) has been 
compared to the reference Video frame and Saved in the new 
frame storage buffer 24. The FPGA 40 is operatively con 
nected to the SDRAM38 and the ADC 22, thus allowing the 
new frame pixels to be saved to the buffer 24, reference 
frame pixels to be read from the buffer 26, and new frame 
pixels to be received from the ADC 22. 
0099] It will be appreciated that the above-described 
difference calculation method has certain useful character 
istics. The first is speed. In the above described preferred 
method, as each new frame pixel is received by the digital 
KVM 14, it is compared to the corresponding reference 
frame pixel immediately, and if the pixel is different, then 
the title corresponding to the pixel is flagged in the tile 
difference buffer if that same tile has not already been 
flagged because of another pixel difference. This process is 
repeated until the whole new video frame has been received 
and compared to the reference video frame. The result is 
that, by the time the new video frame has been completely 
received, the entire comparison between the new frame and 
the reference frame is completed. It will be appreciated that 
Such a method represents an improvement in Speed over a 
comparison method in which the new frame is received in its 
entirety first, and then the pixel-by-pixel comparison 
between the new frame and the reference frame is per 
formed. 

0100. To perform the preferred comparison method 
described herein, it is preferable for the System components 
to be fast enough to compare new frame pixels to reference 
frame pixels at least as fast as the rate at which the new 
frame pixels are received by the KVM. If the comparison is 
not done at least that fast, then Some new frame pixels will 
be missed, and will not be compared to their corresponding 
reference frame pixels. The result would be an inaccurate 
rendering of the Video signal at the remote computer. In 
Software-based KVM systems, it can be difficult to achieve 
the desired speed. Therefore, it is preferable for the com 
parison functions to be carried out by the FPGA 40. It will 
be appreciated that an FPGA has certain advantages. First, 
because it is programmable, its functionality can be changed 
relatively easily if desired, particularly as compared with 
unprogrammable hardware. This includes reprogramming of 
the FPGA40 by the CPU 36 during operation, if desired. On 
the other hand, when in operation, the FPGA acts essentially 
as hardware; the delays associated with Software processing 
and execution are greatly reduced in the FPGA 40. Because 
the FPGA 40 is essentially hardware, it operates substan 
tially at the Speed of hardware. In Summary, through the use 
of the FPGA 40, the digital KVM achieves at least some of 
the flexibility and convenience of Software, while substan 
tially achieving the operational Speed of hardware. 
0101. It will be appreciated that, though strongly pre 
ferred, the FPGA 40 may be programmed so as to miss some 
of the pixels of the incoming frame. Such a method is 
comprehended by the invention. It will be appreciated, 
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however, that in Such a case, the Series of pixels to be 
captured would not include missed pixels, but only pixels 
that the FPGA 40 is programmed to capture. 
0102) To accurately identify the screen location of pixels, 
and of tiles to be transmitted to the remote computer 20, the 
digital KVM 14 must know the resolution of the incoming 
Video signal from the target computer 12. Most preferably, 
the KVM 14 will know the number of lines in each video 
frame, the number of pixels per line, the number of blank 
lines before and after the V-Sync pulse, and the number of 
pixels in the blanking area on each line before and after the 
H-sync pulse. To have this information, the KVM 14 will 
preferably function to determine the resolution of the incom 
ing Video signal. 
0103) The preferred method for determining when a new 
stable video resolution is in use is as follows. First, the 
FPGA 40 detects a stable H-sync pulse. This is accom 
plished by counting the number of clocks between Succes 
Sive H-sync pulses to ensure that the time between Succes 
Sive H-syncS is the same, within an allowable variance. If So, 
the H-sync is determined to be stable. Next, a stable V-Sync 
pulse is detected by counting the number of H-Sync pulses 
between Successive V-Sync pulses. If the V-Sync is stable, 
this indicates that a change to a new resolution has taken 
place. 
0104 AS part of the ongoing resolution monitoring, the 
FPGA40 monitors the H- and V-Sync signals to ensure that 
the duration between Successive pulses does not change. If 
the duration changes, the FPGA 40 ceases video processing 
and indicates to the CPU 36 that video lock has been lost. 

0105 The H-sync and the V-sync pulses do not have 
Strictly Standardized durations and positions. However, for a 
particular video Source, and within a particular video reso 
lution, they are consistent. Preferably, the FPGA 40 will be 
programmed to use its internal clock to measure the duration 
of the H-sync and the V-sync pulses, the times between the 
H-Sync and the V-Sync pulses, the times between the rising 
edges of Successive H-sync pulses, and the number of 
H-Sync signals between rising edges of Successive V-Sync 
pulses. Also, the Senses of the H-Sync and the V-Sync pulses 
can be detected by comparing their active periods with their 
inactive periods, Since, by definition, their active periods are 
much shorter than their inactive periods. Using the times 
between H-sync signals, the line frequency can be deter 
mined. Using the time between the V-signals, the frame rate 
is determined. However, the resolution is not yet known, in 
part because the number of pixels per line is not known. To 
estimate the number of pixels per line, preferably, the first 
Step is to consult a table of Video resolutions Stored in the 
KVM 14 which, using the parameters calculated above, 
provides an estimated number of pixels per line. 
0106 The Video Electronics Standards Association 
(VESA) has issued standards which specify various video 
resolutions, including the number of pixels per line, the 
number of lines per frame, the number of blank pixels and 
lines, and the other parameters. Preferably, these Standard 
resolutions are stored in the table of video resolutions in the 
NVRAM memory space of the CPU 36. It will be appreci 
ated, however, that the table can be Stored in any memory 
where it would be available to be used to identify the video 
the video resolution. 

0107. In practice, not all possible video resolutions will 
appear in the table, because the VESA Standards are guide 
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lines, not binding requirements. Certain operating Systems, 
Such as Linux, maintain their own Set of resolutions. In the 
case of Some operating Systems, the Specifications for the 
particular resolutions may not be available. However, Linux 
is an open Source System, So its video resolution Specifica 
tions are available. Preferably, the table will include Linux 
Video resolution specifications, as well as the Specifications 
of any other known video resolutions likely to be in use by 
the target computer 12. 

0108. It will be appreciated that, even if the table contains 
entries for many different Video resolutions, the actual video 
Signal may not match any of the entries in the table. Under 
Such circumstances, the next Step is to estimate the Video 
signal resolution. Preferably, the resolution will be estimated 
using the VESA Generalized Timing Formula (GTF). The 
GTF is a VESA guideline for estimating an unknown video 
resolution. 

0109) It will be appreciated that, even using the GTF, it 
cannot be guaranteed that the exact resolution for the 
incoming video Signal has been identified. This is because 
use of the GTF provides only an estimate of the resolution. 
However, once the best estimate is made, the parameters can 
be adjusted and refined using a positioning method 
described below. 

0110. Once the estimate of the video resolution is 
obtained, the CPU 36 programs the ADC 22 to sample the 
Video and generate a pixel Sampling clock. The frequency 
and timing of the clock are obtained by multiplying the 
number of pixels per line by the line frequency (i.e. the 
number of lines per second). The ADC 22 is then pro 
grammed to Sample the incoming video at the pixel clock 
rate. Once the ADC-generated pixel clock has stabilized, the 
sampled video signal from the ADC 22 can be used. 
0111. In the event that the video resolution changes, the 
KVM 14 preferably responds by determining the new video 
resolution. When a resolution change is detected, the KVM 
14 preferably ceases the transmission of Video data to the 
remote computer 20, as any such data will be invalid until 
the new resolution is determined. 

0112 There are some cases where the FPGA 40 will 
actually not reacquire Video resolution even when the Syncs 
change. Under the VESA standards, if the V-sync halts, but 
the H-Sync continues, it means that the target computer's 
CPU has caused the CRT monitor of the target computer 12 
to enter “stand-by' mode. If the H-sync is halted but the 
V-sync is retained, that indicates that the CPU of the target 
computer has caused the monitor to enter power-Saving 
mode. In either of these two modes, of course, it is not 
necessary to automatically reacquire Video once the Syncs 
return, because it is not known if the video resolution has 
changed. Instead, when either of these two modes is 
detected, the KVM's Video processing (i.e. capture and 
updating) is simply Suspended until the Syncs return. A 
message is sent to the CPU 36 by the FPGA 40 indicating 
that the Video Screen has entered power Saving or Stand-by 
mode. The CPU 36 sends a message to the remote computer 
20 that the target Video has entered Standby or power-Saving 
mode. While the target video is in one of these modes, the 
remote Screen is not updated but is otherwise unaffected. 
0113. There is another situation which the FPGA 40 may 
or may not reacquire Video resolution when the Syncs 
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change. This situation results from the ADC's Susceptibility 
to noise. If there is a noise Spike on the H-Sync signal 
generated by the ADC from the raw H-sync (i.e. the regen 
erated H-sync), Successive regenerated H-sync pulses will 
be either too close together or too far apart. The pixel 
Sampling clock will also be either too fast or too slow. These 
changes are not the result of an actual resolution change, but 
of noise. If the KVM's video capture circuit continues to 
operate under these conditions, the data it generates will be 
incorrect, and the remote computer's Screen may fill with 
garbage. However, if a reacquisition of the Video signal 
takes place, then a whole new Screen's worth of data will 
need to be sent to the remote computer 20, though the 
resolution of the Video signal from the target computer may 
not have actually changed. 

0114. Thus, this invention preferably includes a method 
for determining whether to reacquire the Video signal from 
the target computer, illustrated in FIG. 5. The determination, 
as will be described below, is preferably based on a deter 
mination of whether the H-Sync has actually changed in a 
manner that indicates a change of resolution, or whether the 
change is a product of noise. 

0115 AS described above, as the video signal is received 
and converted to digital by the ADC, it is compared with 
reference video, Then, update data (preferably in the form of 
tiles containing at least one pixel that has changed) is 
generated from the comparison for transmission to the 
remote computer. As the KVM 14 operates, the FPGA 40 
continuously monitors two conditions, which preferably are 
the raw H-sync signal, received directly from the target 
computer 12, and the regenerated H-Sync signal created by 
the ADC 22 in association with the comparison and update 
data generation. Both the raw and regenerated H-syncs 
indicate information about the Video signal resolution. If the 
regenerated H-Sync changes So as to indicate a change in the 
Video signals resolution, but the raw H-sync does not 
change to indicate a change in the resolution, Video capture 
is suspended, and the FPGA 40 continues to monitor the raw 
H-Sync signal to determine whether to reacquire the Video 
Signal. The reason capture is Suspended is that the compari 
Son will produce incorrect data anyway, given that the 
regenerated H-sync has moved out of alignment. On the 
other hand, the fact that the raw H-Sync has not changed 
Suggests that the Video resolution has not actually changed, 
despite the fact that the misalignment of the regenerated 
H-Sync indicates a resolution change. 

0.116) Next, if the regenerated H-sync continues to indi 
cate a resolution change, and the raw H-Sync changes So that 
it also indicates a resolution change, then the KVM 14 
determines that the Video signal will be reacquired, and 
reacquisition of the video Signal is initiated and completed. 
If, however, the regenerated H-sync recovers, while the raw 
H-Sync has not changed, then the capture of Video is 
reactivated, because this condition indicates that the regen 
erated H-sync has returned to proper alignment, and capture 
can resume without invalid data being transmitted to the 
remote computer 20. 

0117. In addition, preferably, there is a timeout function 
built into this method. Thus, as explained above, if the raw 
H-Sync has not changed but the regenerated H-sync indi 
cates a resolution change, then capture is Suspended and the 
raw H-sync is monitored. However, the timeout function 
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causes the Video resolution to be reacquired if, within a 
predetermined time (preferably 5 seconds), the regenerated 
H-Sync has not recovered. This reacquisition is initiated 
regardless if the raw H-Sync status. It will be appreciated 
that, in many if not most cases, the failure of the regenerated 
H-Sync to recover within 5 Seconds indicates that there is a 
problem with the ADC at its current settings. Thus, the 
regenerated H-sync is unlikely to recover unless the Video 
resolution is reacquired. 

0118. It will be appreciated that this method has certain 
advantages. An important advantage is that unnecessary 
Video reacquisitions are reduced. When Video is reacquired, 
displaying the first new frame requires an entire new 
screen's worth of data to be sent to the remote computer 20, 
which unnecessarily strains the resources of the KVM 14 if 
the resolution did not actually change. In addition, the 
reacquisition temporarily cuts off Video to the remote com 
puter 20. This causes inconvenience to the user of the remote 
computer 20, So it is preferred that Video reacquisition not 
take place unless it is necessary. Finally, this method reduces 
the transmission of invalid data by Suspending capture until 
the regenerated H-sync error clears, thus conserving band 
width. 

0119) It will also be appreciated that this method of 
determining whether to reacquire the Video signal can be 
used with a variety of different video capture methods. It is 
not limited to use with KVMs that use the preferred capture 
method described above. 

0120 In some embodiments of the invention, the KVM 
14 will have more than one remote computer 20 connected 
to it (see FIG. 2). Such a configuration permits the target 
computer 12 to be controlled by different remote computers 
20. It will be appreciated that, under Some circumstances, 
the ability to control the target computer 12 from a number 
of different locations could be helpful and convenient for 
computer maintenance perSonnel. 
0121. In such a configuration, each remote computer 20 
has its own connection for receipt of the Video information 
from the KVM 14. These connections are also known as 
“clients”. It will be appreciated that the channels between 
the KVM 14 and each remote computer 20 as shown in FIG. 
2 may have different bandwidths and Speeds. AS Such, when 
update data is read from the FPGA 40, its transmission to 
certain remote computers 20 may take longer than its 
transmission to others. 

0122). As a result, it is possible for each client's video 
image to become Stale, that is, not an accurate reproduction 
of the reference image. The KVM 14 preferably includes a 
tile staleness buffer 43 for each client. The purpose of the 
time StaleneSS buffer is to minimize Video image StaleneSS 
for each remote computer while adapting the transmission of 
changed tiles to the Speed of the channel to the remote 
computer. The preferred implementation of the tile StaleneSS 
buffer 43 is shown schematically in FIG. 6. In the preferred 
embodiment, the buffer 43 is implemented in the memory 
space of the CPU 36. However, it will be appreciated that the 
buffer 43 can be implemented in other ways and still fall 
within the scope of the invention. 
0123. As described above, each time a tile changes in a 
new video frame, that tile is sent to the FPGA's tile output 
buffer 32, where it is extracted for transmission to the remote 
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computers 20. The reference frame storage buffer 26 con 
tains the most recent version of each tile received from the 
tile output buffer 32. Preferably, the reference frame storage 
buffer 26 also maintains an individual reference buffer 
tilestamp associated with and corresponding to each tile. 
These tilestamps are preferably generated by the CPU 36. 
The individual tilestamps are incremented (i.e. are assigned 
a value) each time a new version of the corresponding tile is 
written to the reference frame storage buffer 26. The buffer 
26 also preferably maintains a reference buffer row tilestamp 
corresponding to each row of tiles. 
0.124. In the preferred embodiment, the row and indi 
vidual tilestamps of the buffer 26 are incremented by a single 
counter. Each time a changed tile is read from the FPGA 40, 
the counter, preferably a 32-bit binary number, is incre 
mented by one. For each changed tile read from the FPGA 
40, the corresponding individual tilestamp in the buffer 26 is 
given the value of the counter. The individual tilestamp of 
the next changed tile comprises that value plus one, the 
individual tilestamp of the changed tile after that comprises 
that value plus two, and so on. When the 32-bit counter 
reaches its maximum, it wraps around to Zero and continues 
incrementing by one for each changed tile read by the FPGA 
40. It will be appreciated that the tilestamps can be deter 
mined by other means, Such as, for example, by having a 
Separate counter for each tilestamp. What is important is that 
the tilestamps in the buffer be available for use in determin 
ing tile Staleness. 
0.125 The purpose of the reference buffer row tilestamps 
is to indicate the presence of recently updated tiles in the 
corresponding row. Therefore, in the preferred embodiment, 
the row tilestamps of the buffer 26 are set to and comprise 
the value of the tilestamp of the most recently changed tile 
in the row. 

0126. Also, for each client, a tile staleness buffer 43 is 
maintained. The tile staleness buffer 43 contains an array of 
individual tilestamps 45. Each individual tilestamp 45 cor 
responds to a particular tile in the video picture. The buffer 
43 further includes a row tilestamp 47 corresponding to each 
row of tiles in the video picture. 
0127. For each client, there is a scanner 49 (preferably 
comprising a software module in the CPU 36). The scanner 
continuously Scans down each row tilestamp 47 in the 
StaleneSS buffer 43, comparing it to the corresponding row 
tilestamp in the reference frame Storage buffer 26. For any 
row where the tilestamps do not match, the Scanner Scans 
that row to determine which individual tilestamps do not 
match. AS each of these is found, the Scanner 49 causes the 
current tiles from the reference buffer 26 corresponding to 
the non-matching tilestamps to be transmitted to the client. 
Also, the non-matching tilestamps 45 in the tile StaleneSS 
buffer 43 are updated to match the corresponding tilestamp 
values in the reference frame storage buffer. Once all of the 
tilestamps in a particular row have been updated, and the 
corresponding tiles queued transmitted to the client, the row 
tilestamp 47 is updated to the value of the corresponding 
reference buffer row tilestamp. 
0128. Each scanner 49 will be programmed to scan at a 
speed consistent with the speed and bandwidth of the 
communication channel to the corresponding client. If the 
channel to a particular client is fast, the Scanner 49 will Scan 
through the tilestamps faster, and update tiles will be sent 
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faster. If the channel to a particular client is slow, the Scanner 
49 will Scan through the tilestamps more slowly, and update 
tiles will be transmitted at a slower rate. Preferably, each 
Scanner 49 will be programmed with a Scanning Speed 
adapted to produce the fastest transmission possible on the 
corresponding channel. 
0129. It will be appreciated that, depending on the speed 
of a particular Scanner 49 and its corresponding client 
communication channel, a tile may be updated more than 
once in the reference frame storage buffer 26 before it is 
transmitted to a particular client. The reason is that the 
channel to the client may be too slow to permit faster 
transmission. Of course, it is most preferable for all update 
tiles to be promptly transmitted to the client. However, the 
Speed of a particular channel Sometimes renders this unfea 
sible. 

0.130. It will be also be appreciated that each scanner 49 
and buffer 26 functions to insure that the most recent version 
of each update tile is sent to the client. This results from the 
fact that the buffer 26 holds the most recently updated 
version of each time that has been captured. When the 
Scanner 49 reaches a particular tilestamp that does not match 
the corresponding individual reference buffer tilestamp, the 
corresponding tile, in its most recently updated form, is 
transmitted to the remote computer 20 from the buffer 26. 
This is done regardless of how many times the tile had been 
updated in the buffer 26 since it was last transmitted to the 
remote computer. 

0131. It will be also be appreciated that, at the remote 
computer's end of a slow or low bandwidth channel, the 
motion on the video Screen will often appearjerky because 
the Screen is updated slowly, and Some updates are missed. 
The remote computer's Screen may be updated relatively 
Slowly and infrequently. However, by ensuring that only the 
most recent versions of tiles are transmitted, the time 
between when inputs (such as keyboard and mouse) are 
made at the remote computer 20, and when they appear on 
the remote Screen, is minimized. This reduction in input 
response time improves the usability of the remote computer 
20. By contrast, if all versions of the tiles were queued and 
eventually sent, input response time would increase to the 
detriment of usability. 
0.132. It will be appreciated that one of the factors that 
increases usability for a user of the remote computer 20 is 
Seeing inputs (Such as keyboard and mouse inputs) reflected 
promptly on the Screen. Thus, when the remote user moves 
his mouse, ideally, the mouse will move promptly on the 
Screen. This result, however, can be difficult to achieve, 
because the mouse Signal has to travel from the remote 
computer 20 to the target computer 12, whose Video signal 
gets updated. The video signal then has to travel to the KVM 
14, get processed, and the relevant update data has to be sent 
to the remote computer 20, at which time the mouse move 
ment appears on the remote computer Screen. When there is 
a fast, high-bandwidth connection between the KVM 14 and 
remote computer 20, the appearance of mouse movement on 
the remote Screen will be reasonably prompt. However, in 
low-bandwidth conditions, there may be a large time lag 
between when the mouse is moved and when the movement 
shows up on the remote Screen. 
0133) For this reason, the KVM 14 preferably includes a 
mouse anticipation algorithm. The KVM 14 maintains in the 
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CPU 36 a representation of the absolute position of the 
mouse on the remote Screen. This is the initial position of the 
mouse before a mouse movement takes place. When the 
remote user moves the mouse, the Video signal from the 
target reaches the KVM 14, indicating that the mouse has 
moved, and the representation is updated to reflect the 
movement. 

0134) The CPU 36 is programmed to cause the tile 
staleness buffer's tile scanner 49 to jump to the start of the 
row of the tile(s) containing the old position once these tiles 
have been extracted by the CPU 36 from the tile output 
buffer 32. These tiles are Scanned and the relevant ones are 
updated to reflect the fact that the mouse has moved, and the 
updated tiles are queued for transmission. The Scanner 49 
moves to the row(s) of tiles containing the anticipated mouse 
position. These row(s) are Scanned and updated, with the 
changed tile or tiles being queued for transmission. Once 
these Steps are completed, the Scanner returns to its initial 
position i.e. the position it was at before jumping in response 
to the change of mouse position. 
0135) In this way, when an indication is received that the 
mouse has moved, the preprogrammed updating Sequence 
by which the scanner 49 updates the remote computer's 
video is interrupted. The video of the remote computer 20 is 
updated to reflect the mouse movement, and the prepro 
grammed Sequence of the Scanner 49 is resumed. 
0136. It will be appreciated that, because a mouse move 
ment causes the relevant tiles to be immediately updated, 
this feature has the effect of giving mouse movements higher 
priority in the update Sequence than other types of Video 
Signal changes. In other words, when a mouse movement 
occurs, the remote computer's Video Screen is updated to 
reflect the mouse movement before other pending updates 
are made even if those other pending updates would other 
wise have been made Sooner. The result is that mouse 
movements appear on the remote Screen faster than they 
would without the increase in priority. This beneficial effect 
is more pronounced for remote computers connected to the 
KVM 14 by low bandwidth connections. 
0137 AS explained above, standard video modes (such as 
the VESA standard modes) define the number of pixels for 
each line, and the number of pixels between each H-Sync 
pulse and the active Video region. Similarly, Standard Video 
modes define the number of lines between the V-sync and 
the active video region. Therefore, if Such a Standard Video 
mode is in use, the active Video portion can be positioned 
accurately, So that it fills the entire Screen but does not 
extend beyond the Screen. (In this context, “active video 
region' means the portion of the frame that is intended to 
appear on the Screen and be seen by a user. The part of the 
Screen outside the active Video region is typically referred to 
as the “blanking portion of the Screen.) 
0.138. However, also as described above, in some cases, 
the Video signal being received from the target computer 12 
by the KVM 14 cannot be conclusively matched with any of 
the standard video resolutions/modes in the table. Under 
these circumstances, the GTF is used to estimate various 
aspects of the Video resolution, including the number of 
pixels between the H-Sync and the active Video region, and 
the number of lines between the V-sync and the active video 
region. However, the GTF only provides an estimate of the 
Size of the active video region, and the estimate may be 
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wrong. In addition, even when the correct Video resolution 
is known from the table, position of the H-sync relative to 
the Screen pixels may get shifted as the Video signal travels 
through circuitry such as the analog KVM switch 16. 
Therefore, in one aspect, the present invention preferably 
includes a Video centering method i.e. a method for properly 
positioning the Video frame on the Screen. 
0.139. Typically, video signals use the colour black in the 
blanking portion of the frame. By contrast, the active Video 
region will usually include Some non-black pixels. Thus, as 
a first approximation, the CPU 36 programs the FPGA40 to 
place the first non-black pixel (i.e. the non-black pixel 
closest to the top of the frame) at the top left comer of the 
Screen. In other words, the first non-black pixel is assumed, 
as a first approximation, to be the first pixel of the active 
Video region. It will be appreciated that, Since part of the 
active Video region of the current frame could be black, this 
first approximation is not necessarily correct. 
0140. After the first approximation, the KVM 14 enters 
an iterative mode, where the approximation is adjusted to a 
progressively more precise estimate of the location of the 
active video region. AS each new frame is received, the 
KVM 14 measures the black areas along all four edges of the 
frame. If there are black areas along the top and the bottom 
of the frame, then the CPU 36 programs the FPGA 40 to 
adjust the vertical position of the estimated active Video 
region (i.e. the region of the frame between the two black 
Strips on the top and bottom, and between the two black 
Strips along the right and left sides) So as to equalize the 
black strips along the top and bottom of the frame. If the 
total black area on the top and bottom is an odd number of 
lines, the estimated active video region is positioned So that 
the one extra line will be located along the bottom. Similarly, 
if there are black Strips along the right and left Sides of the 
frame, the CPU 36 programs the FPGA 40 to adjust the 
horizontal position of the estimated active Video region So as 
to equalize the black Strips along the right and left of the 
frame. If the total black area on the right and left is an odd 
number of pixels, the estimated active Video region is 
positioned So that the one extra pixel will be located along 
the right. 
0.141. Also, the CPU 36 will only adjust the position of 
the estimated active video region if the black area on the left 
or right, or on the top and bottom, decreases from one 
iteration to the next. If the amount of black area on the left 
and right, or top and bottom, increases, the CPU 36 treats the 
increase as if the black area has remained unchanged. The 
reason for this is that, if the black area on the frame edges 
increases from one iteration to the next, it means that Some 
of the edge area that is currently black previously included 
non-black pixels. ASSuming that the blanking portion of the 
frame is black, any area that previously had non-black pixels 
must be part of the active video region. Therefore, if the 
black edge area increases, it is assumed that the extra black 
area that appeared in the last iteration is not part of the 
blanking portion, and that the position of the frame does not 
need to be adjusted. 
0142. In the preferred embodiment, the iterative mode 
will continue operating until there is a Video resolution 
change in the target computer's Video signal. When Such a 
resolution change takes place, the KVM 14 reacquires the 
Video signal and then restarts the Video centering method 
just described. 
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0143. In another aspect of the invention, the KVM 14 
preferably executes certain Video tuning methods or algo 
rithms described below. It will be appreciated that when the 
Video signal is received in analog form by the ADC 22, the 
ADC Should ideally Sample the Video signal at the points on 
the Signal that are most likely to accurately represent the 
colour of the pixel. The incoming analog video signal 
represents a Series of pixels. At the borders between the 
pixels, the Signal shifts in order to establish itself at the 
Voltage value corresponding to the next pixel. The time 
allotted for each pixel is generally constant for each par 
ticular video resolution. Thus, ideally, the Video signal will 
be sampled in the middle of the time allotted for each pixel. 
This allows the ADC 22 to determine the correct analog 
Signal Voltage corresponding to the relevant pixel, and to 
convert that Voltage to a digital value representing the 
pixel’s colour. 

0144. Thus, ideally, the ADC's sampling clock will cause 
the ADC 22 to Sample at the correct points. Such a Scenario 
is illustrated in FIG. 7. In this figure, the sampling clock's 
waveform is shown. In this example, Sampling takes place 
on the clock's rising edge. The incoming analog video 
waveform is also shown. The Sampling clock's rising edges 
line up with the mid-point of the time allotted for each pixel. 
In the example given, the analog waveform is flat at the point 
of Sampling. 

014.5 FIG. 8 illustrates a scenario in which the sampling 
takes place at the edges of the times allotted for each pixel. 
These edge periods are periods of uncertainty in the analog 
Video signal, during which the Signal is Switching from the 
value representing the previous pixel to the value represent 
ing the next pixel. Sampling at these points in the Signal has 
negative consequences. First, the Sampled value is likely to 
be unrepresentative of the pixel, because, in many cases, by 
the time the Sampling takes place, the Signal has started to 
shift to a new value, or, looked at differently, has not reached 
its new value. Also, Sampling at the point of uncertainty 
causes pixel dither. Pixel dither occurs when a pixel shifts in 
colour on the remote Screen between frames, even though 
the intended colour of the pixel has not changed. When 
Sampling takes place in the uncertainty range as shown in 
FIG. 8, pixels on the remote screen will dither between 
different values even when the pixel value as generated by 
the target computer has not changed, because the uncertainty 
will cause randomneSS in the actual Sampled value at the 
ADC 22. 

0146 It will be appreciated that pixel dither has some 
negative consequences. One of these is blurry Video at the 
remote computer, which is the Visual effect that results from 
pixels dithering back and forth between different colours. 
Another is excessive data generation. AS described above, 
the KVM 14 receives each new frame of video, determines 
the differences from the previous frame, and transmits to the 
remote computer all tiles containing pixels that have 
changed. If pixel dither is present, many tiles will appear to 
have pixels within them that have changed, even though the 
intended value of these pixels has not changed. The result is 
a much heavier data processing and transmission load being 
borne by the KVM 14. 
0147 Therefore, the present invention preferably 
includes a method or algorithm for properly aligning the 
Sampling clock So that the Video signal is Sampled at or near 
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the middle of the time allotted for each pixel rather than at 
or near the edge of the time allotted for each pixel. One 
possible Such method operates on the basis that if pixel 
differences are minimized, that indicates a minimization of 
pixel dither, which in turn indicates that the pixel clock is 
properly aligned. The method is preferably executed by the 
KVM 14 each time the video resolution changes. 
0.148. To determine the optimum phase shift for the 
Sampling clock relative-to the Video signal, the ADC 22 is 
adjusted by the CPU 36 to different phase settings. For each 
setting, the difference counter 31 of FPGA 40 counts the 
number of pixel differences from one pixel to the next. 
Preferably, the differences will be counted over several 
frames, to give the ADC Sampling clock time to Settle on the 
new phase setting. The CPU 36 then averages the total 
difference count over the Several frames. This is repeated 
over different clock phase Settings until the lowest difference 
count is found. It is assumed that at the phase Setting 
resulting in the lowest difference count, pixel jitter is mini 
mized, and the phase Setting is optimized. 
0149) Typically the ADC will have 32 different phase 
Settings. One way to find the optimum phase is to try each 
Setting in turn, and then choose the Setting that generated the 
lowest difference count. However, it will be appreciated that 
trying each of the 32 Settings is not preferred, because doing 
So takes longer than is necessary to Settle on the optimum 
phase Setting, and because going through all 32 Settings 
creates a lot of unnecessary bandwidth usage as pixel 
differences are calculated and transmitted for each of the 32 
Settings. 
0150. Therefore, the optimum setting will preferably be 
found by initially trying every fourth setting of the ADC 22. 
This requires at most eight trials. Then, the three Settings are 
tried that are located between the two settings of the first 
eight trials that resulted in the lowest difference counts. The 
Setting, Selected from these 11, that yielded the lowest 
number of pixel differences is Selected as the optimum phase 
Setting. This method requires trying at most eleven phase 
Settings. It will be appreciated that this approach reduces the 
bandwidth used in finding the optimum phase Setting. AS a 
result, pixel dither and the blurry Screen images that result 
are reduced more quickly. 
0151. Although the above method is useful for finding the 
correct phase Setting for the ADC Sampling clock, it is not 
the preferred method. Rather, the preferred method operates 
on the basis that for any particular Screen content, there will 
be a greater average change from one Sampled pixel to the 
next if the Sampling is done at the middle of the allotted time 
for each pixel than if the Sampling is done at the edgeS. In 
other words, for an entire frame, the aggregate of the 
absolute value of the changes in digital values between 
pixels will be maximized if Sampling is done at the middle 
of the allotted time for each pixel. This is illustrated at FIG. 
11. FIG. 11 shows an analog waveform corresponding to a 
frame made up of alternating black and white pixels. The 
black pixels are represented by the low portions of the 
waveform, and the white pixels by the high portions. 
0152 For example, when eight-bit colour is being used, 
and the black pixels are sampled at the middle of their 
allotted time, the Sampling will produce a digital value of 
Zero after the analog-to-digital conversion is completed. 
Similarly, if the white pixels are sampled at the middle of 
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their allotted time, the Sampling will produce a digital value 
of 255 after the analog-to-digital conversion is completed. 
Thus, the absolute value of the change from each pixel to the 
next in this alternating black-white frame is 255. 

0153. However, if the analog waveform is sampled dur 
ing its transition period, the results will be different. During 
the transition period, the analog waveform has already 
begun moving from the digital value for one pixel to the 
digital value for the next pixel. Thus, when the Sampled 
Voltage is converted to digital, the digital value will be 
neither Zero nor 255, but some value in between. Further 
more, the absolute value of the change from one pixel to the 
next will be less than 255. In theory, if the sampling takes 
place in the middle of the transition period, the digital value 
of each Sample will be the same, even though the pixels are 
alternating between black and white. 

0154) Therefore, a more preferred method for determin 
ing the proper phase Setting for the ADC Sampling clock is 
to find the Setting where the aggregate absolute value of 
digital value changes between pixels, for an entire frame, is 
maximized. It will be appreciated, however, that even if the 
pixel is not sampled at the middle of the allotted time, the 
total changes in digital value from one pixel to the next may 
be maximized, as long as the Sampling takes place well 
outside the transition periods of the analog waveform. In 
other words, there may be Several phase Settings for the 
Sampling clock of the ADC 22 which maximize the aggre 
gate digital Value changes between pixels for a whole frame. 
Some of these phase Settings may not cause Sampling to take 
place at the middle of the allotted time for each pixel. 

O155 Therefore, the most preferred method for finding 
the best phase Setting for the Sample clock is to find the 
Setting that minimizes the aggregate absolute value of digital 
value changes between pixels, for an entire frame, and then 
to Set the Sampling clock's phase at the opposite Setting, i.e. 
the Setting that is 180 degrees different. AS explained above 
with respect to the waveform shown in FIG. 11, in theory, 
Sampling at the middle of the transition between pixels will 
minimize the changes in digital value between one Sample 
and the next. The middle of the transition period is 180 
degrees away from the middle of the time allotted for each 
pixel. Therefore, by finding the phase Setting that minimizes 
the changes in digital value, and by Setting the phase 180 
degrees away, the clock is Set to Sample at the middle of the 
time allotted for each pixel. It has been found that, even 
when the incoming Video signal is not alternating black and 
white as in FIG. 11, the total amount of change between 
pixels tends to be minimized when Sampling is done at the 
middle of the transition areas. 

0156 Thus, most preferably, the method for determining 
the phase of the ADC sampling clock is as follows: The 
phase Settings of the ADC are moved from one Setting to the 
next. For each Setting, a number of pixels (preferably a 
frame's worth) are sampled and converted to digital values. 
For the entire number of pixels, the absolute value of the 
digital-Value-change from each pixel to the next is calcu 
lated and Summed over the whole number of pixels. A first 
phase Setting that minimizes this Sum is identified, and a 
Second phase Setting that is exactly 180 degrees away from 
the first phase Setting is identified. The ADC Sampling clock 
is Set to the Second phase Setting. It will be appreciated that, 
though unlikely, it is possible that the ADC 22 will have no 
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Second phase Setting that is 180 degrees from the first, due 
to the limited number of actual phase Settings implemented 
in the ADC 22. If this is the case, then the second phase 
Setting will be the phase Setting that is closest to being 180 
degrees out of phase with the first phase Setting. 
O157. It will be appreciated that the most preferred 
method just described is most preferred in part because it has 
been found to be effective in properly adjusting the phase of 
the ADC sampling clock. It has also bee found that the 
efficacy of the method is not unduly dependent of noise 
values within the ADC 22 and on the Video signal coming 
from the target computer. 
0158. It will be appreciated that this method may be 
executed in the CPU 36 or the FPGA 40. Using the FPGA 
40, the calculation of the Sums can be completed more 
quickly. However, the execution time of this method is 
dependent not only on these calculations, but also on time it 
takes for the ADC 22 to Switch from one phase setting to the 
next. To reduce the total time taken for changing phase 
Settings, it is possible to use only a Subset of the ADC's 
available phase Settings in executing the method, rather than 
all of them. However, it will be appreciated that using all of 
the phase Settings for the phase adjustment algorithm maxi 
mizes the likelihood of finding the optimal phase Setting. 
0159 Most preferably, while the phase adjustment 
method is being executed, only average colour for each 
changed tile is sent, rather than all of the pixels for each tile. 
The reason is that, while the phase adjustment method is 
being executed, a Substantial proportion of the frames (pri 
marily those where the Sampling is done at the worst phase 
Settings) be received inaccurately because of the poor phase 
Setting. Thus, there is little benefit to Sending full pixel data 
for the changed tile. Once the phase is adjusted, the full data 
for the changed tiles is sent. 
0160 It will be appreciated that this most preferred phase 
adjustment algorithm works best with Screen content that 
includes high frequency matter i.e matter where there is 
rapid change between digital values between pixels. The test 
pattern 60 described below is an example of such matter. 
Text is another, more common example of Such high fre 
quency matter, because with text, there has to be a Substan 
tial contrast between the text itself and the background. It 
will also be appreciated, however, that it is not necessary for 
the Screen to be filled with high frequency matter Such as 
text. A relatively small amount of text will be sufficient for 
the execution of this method. 

0.161 It has been found that this method will generally 
produce good results, even if the Video Screen content 
changes from one frame to the next. However, although a 
fully stable picture is not necessary, the method works best 
if there are not major changes in the Video from one frame 
to the next while the method is being executed. 
0162. In addition to determining the correct phase shift 
for the Sampling clock, there are other Settings of the ADC 
22 that are relevant to the quality of the Video displayed at 
the remote computer 20. These include the gain and offset of 
the ADC 22. Adjusting the gain changes the maximum and 
minimum values of the Signal presented to the ADC's 
Sampling circuit. Thus, for example, a signal initially vary 
ing in voltage between 0 and 1 volt will vary between 0 and 
2 volts if it has a gain of two applied to it prior to entering 
the Sampling circuit. 
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0163 The offset adjustment does not affect the size of the 
Voltage range of the incoming Signal. Rather, offset affects 
the location of the boundaries of the Voltage range. Thus, for 
example, a signal varying between Zero and one volt which 
goes through an offset of negative 0.5 volts will then vary 
between negative 0.5 and 0.5 volts. It will be appreciated by 
those skilled in the art that adjusting the gain of the Signal 
affects its offset, but changing the offset of a signal does not 
affect its gain. 
0164 Preferably, the KVM 14 will have stored in the 
CPU's non-volatile memory optimum Settings for the gain 
and offset. These Settings are determined by using the test 
pattern 60 shown in FIG. 9 (described below), and a factory 
reference video source. Preferably, the KVM 14 is config 
ured to allow a user to revert to these Settings at any time. 
It will be appreciated, however, that under Some circum 
stances the gain and offset may need to be adjusted. For 
example, the appropriate gain and offset may need to be 
adjusted in response to the Specific characteristics of the 
ADC 22, the length of the cable leading from the target 12 
to the KVM 14, and the characteristics of the circuit in the 
target 12 that generates the Video signal. The appropriate 
gain may also be affected by the Specific video resolution in 
Sc. 

0165 Preferably, the KVM is configured to allow the user 
to create and Store optimum gain, offset and phase Settings 
for each one of a variety of Sets of circumstances, Such as, 
for example, different video resolutions. Preferably, this is 
done using the test pattern 60 shown in FIG. 9 as described 
below. 

0166 The preferred test pattern 60 shown at FIG. 9 
provides a known colour reference for use in calibrating gain 
and offset. It consists of an upper portion 62 and a lower 
portion 64. Each includes alternating black Squares 66 and 
white Squares 68. In between the upper portion 62 and the 
lower portion 64 is located a colour gradient in the form of 
a red strip 70, a green strip 72 and a blue strip 74. Each of 
the Strips gradually increases in brightness from black on the 
left (value 0) to the brightest level of the colour on the right 
(value 255), which for the purposes of this specification will 
be called “white'. Throughout each strip, each value of the 
colour is three pixels wide (assuming 8 bits per colour). 
0167 Each square 66 or 68 in the upper and lower 
portions 62,64 is three tiles high and three tiles wide, so that 
each Square encapsulates at least one full tile regardless of 
where the pattern 60 is positioned on the screen. The black 
and white Squares 66,68 are configured and positioned So 
that the encapsulated tiles form a distinct Sequence, or 
registration mark. The registration mark is used by the CPU 
36 to locate the Search pattern as it Searches for the pattern 
60 on the screen. Once located, the CPU 36 can locate the 
first pixel of the colour gradient portion of the pattern. 
0.168. It will be appreciated that, for each colour, the test 
pattern 60 contains the full range of values available, which 
corresponds to the fill range of Video signal values coming 
from the target computer 12. Thus, adjusting the offset will 
cause the middle value for each colour to move to the right 
if the offset is adjusted upward and to the left if it is adjusted 
downward. The optimum offset is the one that causes the 
middle value of each colour to be located precisely in the 
middle of the screen. This is because, by definition, the 
optimum offset is the offset value at which the middle of the 
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Voltage range precisely matches the middle of the range of 
values for each colour. The pattern 60 is configured so that 
the colour values are centred when the offset is optimized. 
Thus, the CPU 36 adjusts the ADC's offset and searches the 
pattern 60 until the offset that precisely centres the middle 
colour values is found. That is the optimum offset. 
0169. Next, the gain is adjusted. Because the test pattern 
60 contains the full range of values available for each colour, 
the optimum gain is the gain at which the strips 70, 72 and 
74 extend all the way across the screen, but do not extend 
past the Screen edges. At the optimum gain, when each 
colour has eight bits, the first three pixels at the left of each 
strip will be black, and the last three on the right will be 
white. When four bits per colour are used, as is the case in 
Some embodiments, the first 48 pixels on the left will be 
black, and the last 48 on the right will be white. Thus, the 
CPU 36 determines, based on the number of bits being used 
for colour, whether the gain is optimum, by determining the 
position of the first non-black and last non-white pixels in 
each strip 70, 72, 74. If the first non-black pixels and last 
non-white pixels are positioned at the correct minimum 
distance from the edges of the Screen, then the gain is 
optimized. If not, the CPU 36 adjusts the gain until it is 
optimized. It will be appreciated that the pattern 60 is 
configured and sized such that the pattern 60 will be cor 
rectly positioned on the Screen when the gain is optimized. 
0170 Since the adjustment of gain affects the offset, the 
offset must be checked again to determine if it is optimized. 
If its not, the offset and gain must be adjusted again 
iteratively until the offset is checked after again adjustment 
and found to be optimized. It has been found that within 
three iterations, the offset and gain have usually converged 
to their optimum points. 
0171 It will be appreciated that, with four-bit colour, 
there will be a banding effect on the strips 70,72.74. This 
results from the same range of colour being represented with 
fewer digital values. One result of binning is uncertainty at 
the edges of the bins, where the precise border between the 
values is uncertain. Thus, in determining the correct gain and 
offset, the CPU 36 averages over the area of uncertainty to 
determine the location where one colour value changes to 
the next. This is necessary to permit the CPU 36 to deter 
mine where the first non-black and last non-white pixels are 
located. 

0172 AS explained above, Software updates and 
upgrades are tasks commonly performed by Server mainte 
nance perSonnel. Historically, Software upgrades and 
updates have had to be done locally at the target computer 
12. The perSon doing the upgrade would sit at the target 
computer, insert the floppy disk or CDROM containing the 
upgrade, change the CDROM or floppy if necessary, wait for 
the upgrade to be completed, and reboot the computer if 
necessary. It will be appreciated that this process for doing 
Software upgrades can be very tedious and time consuming, 
particularly if there are many Servers in the network that 
require upgrades, and if the Servers are not conveniently 
located for maintenance perSonnel. 
0173 Therefore, the KVM 14 preferably includes a sys 
tem and method for facilitating Software upgrading of the 
target computer 12 from the remote computer 20. Preferably, 
the CPU 36 is programmed so as to present to the remote 
computer 20 a memory device comprising memory Space 
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associated with the KVM 14, preferably in the form of 
virtual floppy disk drive or other virtual memory disk 
device. The amount of memory available in the virtual 
memory disk to be inserted in the virtual drive depends on 
the amount of free memory in the CPU 36 and SDRAM38. 
The memory Space is preferably contiguous but may be 
non-contiguous. 
0.174. To perform a software or other upgrade, the user of 
the remote computer 20 transfers the relevant software or 
other data on to the virtual disk of the KVM 14. The user 
then “inserts” the virtual disk into the virtual drive i.e. the 
user causes the memory space of the virtual floppy to be 
accessible to the target computer 12. In other words, the 
Virtual memory disk drive containing the disk is thus 
mounted to the target computer 12. Preferably, the virtual 
floppy is connected via the USB (Universal Serial Bus) 
protocol to the target computer 12. Once this is done, the 
target computer 12, because of the nature of the USB 
protocol, recognizes that a new device having file capability 
has been added. To perform the Software upgrade, the 
remote user, through his control of the target computer 12, 
causes the target computer to accept the Software update 
from the virtual floppy in much the same way that it would 
be accepted from a local, physical floppy. The remote user 
can then cause the target computer to “eject' the floppy. The 
disk is thus unmounted from the target computer 12 and 
remounted to the remote computer 10, which gives the 
remote user access to it for further upgrades, if desired. 
0175 Preferably, the virtual floppy disk is connected to 
the target computer via a USB connection. 
0176). As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 
actual floppy disks must typically be formatted prior to use. 
Formatting, inter alia, divides the memory Space of the 
floppy disk into Sectors. The data Subsequently placed on the 
disk can then be located according to its track and Sector. 
Actual disks used for booting computers have the boot data 
at particular locations on the disk. 
0177. It will be appreciated that one of the tasks some 
times required of maintenance perSonnel is the rebooting of 
the target computer 12, either because the target computer 
has crashed, or because rebooting may be necessary after a 
Software upgrade. Some target computers 12 may be unable 
to reboot from an arbitrarily sized and formatted memory 
device, but must be booted from a memory device that is an 
actual floppy, or configured as an actual floppy. Thus, 
preferably, the virtual floppy will be configurable like an 
actual floppy. The virtual floppy will preferably be sized as 
an actual floppy, and will preferably will have the same 
System of memory Segmentation i.e. be formattable into 
Sectors like an actual floppy. So, for example, the Virtual 
floppy of the present invention will preferably be sizable at 
1.44 megabytes to mimic a comparable actual floppy, and 
will preferably be formattable into sectors so as to mimic an 
actual 1.44 megabyte floppy. 
0.178 With some target computers, when booting takes 
places, the target computer 12 is programmed to check at a 
particular location on the boot disk for the boot commands 
and data. If the boot commands and data are not found at that 
location, Such a target computer 12 will not boot. To increase 
the likelihood that the target computer 12 will be able to boot 
from the floppy, the KVM 14 is preferably configured to 
permit an image of an actual boot floppy to be downloaded 
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onto the virtual floppy. Downloading Such an image involves 
copying the actual floppy byte for byte into the Virtual 
floppy, with each byte of data from a particular location on 
the actual floppy being Saved at the Same location on the 
Virtual floppy. The result is that, when the target computer 12 
checks the Virtual floppy for boot commands and data at a 
particular location on the virtual floppy, it will find them at 
the expected location and boot accordingly. 

0179 Preferably, the KVM 14 will also be configurable 
to operate in RAMDisk mode. Thus, rather than presenting 
to the target computer 12 the preferred virtual floppy as 
described above, the RAMDisk need not be a particular size 
or format. However, the RAMDisk, like the virtual floppy, 
can be used to transfer data, Such as Software upgrades, to 
the target computer 12. The RAMDisk, like the virtual 
floppy, will typically comprise available memory from the 
CPU 36 or SDRAM 38. 

0180. As another alternative, which can be implemented 
with or without the virtual floppy and/or the RAMDisk, the 
KVM 14 will be configured to present a bootable CDROM 
to the target computer. While a virtual floppy can be emu 
lated within the memory space of the KVM 14 (either in the 
CPU's memory or the SDRAM's), as described above, a 
CDROM contains too much memory to be emulated in the 
memory space of the KVM 14. Thus, in the preferred 
embodiment, the CDROM image presented to the target 
computer is contained on a separate file Server connected to 
the KVM 14 via the internet. The KVM 14 is configured to 
permit data from a CDROM on the remote computer 20 to 
be downloaded, via the KVM 14 and the internet 18, to the 
file server which contains the virtual CDROM. Once the 
data is downloaded, the KVM 14 is configured to permit the 
remote computer 20 to mount the virtual CDROM, that is, 
make the virtual CDROM available for use by the target 
computer 12. Once the virtual CDROM is mounted, the 
target computer 12 (which is under the control of the remote 
computer 20) can download Software updates, boot data or 
other data from the virtual CDROM via the internet 18 and 
the KVM 14. Once the virtual CDROM has been used to 
update, boot or otherwise transfer data to the target computer 
12, the target computer 12 (which is being controlled by the 
remote computer 20), unmounts the virtual CDROM. Thus, 
the virtual CDROM is no longer available to the target 
computer 12, but is now available to the remote computer 20 
So that the remote computer 20 can download new data or a 
new CDROM image to the file server for use on the target 
computer. 

0181. It will be appreciated that most keyboards and mice 
operate using the PS/2 protocol. Under PS/2, the information 
protocols are different for keyboard and for mouse, So 
Separate connections are required for each. With respect to 
the KVM 14, if the keyboard and mouse of the remote 
computer 20 operate under PS/2, then a separate connection 
is required between each of the remote keyboard and mouse 
and the KVM 14. Preferably, however, the KVM 14 further 
includes a USB keyboard and mouse connection between 
the KVM 14 and the target computer 12. The PS/2 events 
that are received by the KVM 14 from the remote computer 
20 are translated to USB events for transmission to the target 
computer 12. 

0182. It will be appreciated that the use of the USB 
protocol for transmitting keyboard and mouse data has 
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certain advantages. First, in general, the USB protocol 
involves leSS translation of information at the target com 
puter 12 than the use of the PS/2 protocol. Therefore, the 
USB connection is more reliable because translation errors 
are less likely. 
0183 Second, under the PS/2 protocol, mouse move 
ments are represented as relative movements. In other 
words, under the PS/2 protocol, when the mouse moves, the 
information Sent is simply that the mouse has move a certain 
horizontal and a certain Vertical distance from its original 
position. The actual, absolute position to which the mouse 
has moved is not provided. The result is that, under the PS/2 
protocol, if the representation of the original position of the 
mouse before the movement has been corrupted, then the 
representation of the mouse position after the movement will 
also be inaccurate. By contrast, the USB protocol allows the 
mouse movement to be communicated by Simply transmit 
ting the new absolute position of the mouse after the 
movement. This allows a greater accuracy in the represen 
tation of the mouse position. It also permits the new mouse 
position to be more quickly and efficiently incorporated into 
the Video signal of the target computer 12. Once, the mouse 
movement is reflected in the Video Signal of the target 
computer, the mouse anticipation algorithm described above 
will operate. 
0184. Third, the USB protocol allows for a single con 
nection between the KVM 14 and the target computer 12, 
which carries both the keyboard and mouse information. 
This is in contrast with the PS/2 protocol, which requires a 
connection for each of the keyboard and mouse. 
0185. While the foregoing embodiments of the present 
invention have been set forth in considerable detail for the 
purpose of making a complete disclosure of the invention, it 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modifications can be made to the device without departing 
from the broad scope of the invention as defined in the 
attached claims. Some of these variations are discussed 
above and others will be apparent to those skilled in the art. 
For example, though preferred, the comparison module need 
not comprise an FPGA 40 to fall within the scope of the 
invention. Rather, the functions of the CPU 36 and the 
FPGA 40 can be implemented in software, hardware or 
combinations thereof and still be comprehended by the 
invention. Similarly, the memory hardware and functions 
described herein can be implemented in any functionally 
Suitable manner and be comprehended by the invention. 
Other methods, besides the preferred ones described, may be 
used to address problems of tile Staleness, video resolution 
detection, and excessive bandwidth usage. AS another 
example, the invention comprehends monitoring other Sig 
nals besides the raw and regenerated H-sync to determine 
whether to reacquire the Video Signal. Thus, for example, 
monitoring the raw and regenerated V-Syncs is possible, 
though not preferred. 

The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive 
property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows: 
1. A method of capturing a new video frame from a target 

computer to permit the updating of a remote computer with 
the Video output of the target computer, wherein Said new 
Video frame comprises a Series of new frame pixels to be 
captured, which Series includes an initial new frame pixel to 
be captured and a final new frame pixel to be captured, the 
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new frame pixels to be captured being represented in a video 
Signal from the target computer, the method comprising the 
Steps of, beginning with the initial new frame pixel: (A) 
receiving for comparison a new frame pixel from the Series, 
then (B) comparing the new frame pixel to a corresponding 
reference frame pixel; then (C) if the final new frame pixel 
has not been captured, repeating StepS A and B for the next 
new frame pixel in the Series. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said step B comprises 
the Steps of determining if Said new frame pixel is different 
from Said corresponding reference frame pixel, and, if Said 
new frame pixel is different from Said corresponding refer 
ence frame pixel, flagging a new frame update unit corre 
sponding to Said new frame pixel if Said corresponding new 
frame update unit has not already been flagged. 

3. The method of claim 1, the method comprising the Step 
of converting each new frame pixel from analog to digital 
before Said new frame pixel is received. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said new frame update 
unit comprises a tile representing a plurality of pixels. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the tile represents an 
area of Sixteen by Sixteen pixels. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said step B includes the 
Step of reading the corresponding reference frame pixel from 
a reference buffer, the reading being timed to permit com 
parison of the new frame pixel to the corresponding refer 
ence frame pixel. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said step A further 
comprises the Step of Storing the new frame pixel in a new 
frame Storage location, wherein the Storing Step is timed to 
permit comparison between the new frame pixel and the 
corresponding reference frame pixel. 

8. A method of capturing a Sequence of new Video frames, 
the method comprising performing the method of claim 1 on 
each new video frame in the Sequence. 

9. A method of capturing a sequence of new video frames, 
the method comprising performing the method of claim 2 on 
each new video frame in the Sequence. 

10. A method of capturing a Sequence of new video 
frames, the method comprising performing the method of 
claim 6 on each new video frame in the Sequence. 

11. A method of capturing a sequence of new video 
frames, the method comprising performing the method of 
claim 7 on each new video frame in the Sequence. 

12. A System for capturing a new video frame from a 
target computer to permit the updating of a remote computer 
displaying the Video output of the target computer, wherein 
the new video frame comprises a Series of new frame pixels 
to be captured, which Series includes an initial new frame 
pixel to be captured and a final new frame pixel to be 
captured, the System comprising a comparison module and 
a memory module operatively connected to Said comparison 
module, the comparison module being configured to receive 
for comparison the initial new frame pixel from Said target 
computer, then, compare the initial new frame pixel to a 
corresponding reference frame pixel and Save the initial new 
video frame pixel in the memory module; then, if the final 
new frame pixel has not been captured, repeat Said receiv 
ing, comparing and Saving Steps in respect of the next new 
frame pixel in the Series. 

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the memory module 
contains a reference Video frame comprising reference frame 
pixels, and wherein Said comparison module is programmed 
to read Said reference frame pixels from Said memory 
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module wherein the reading is timed to permit the compar 
ing of Said new frame pixels to Said corresponding reference 
frame pixels. 

14. The system of claim 12, wherein said system further 
includes an analog to digital converter, operatively con 
nected to Said comparison module, for converting Said new 
Video frame from analog to digital. 

15. The system of claim 12, wherein the comparison 
module comprises a programmable gate array. 

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory module 
comprises Synchronous dynamic random acceSS memory. 

17. The system of claim 12, wherein the comparison 
module is programmed to compare Said new frame pixel to 
a corresponding reference frame pixel by (1) determining if 
Said new frame pixel is different from Said corresponding 
reference frame pixel; and (2) if said new frame pixel is 
different from Said corresponding reference frame pixel, 
flagging a new frame update unit corresponding to Said new 
frame pixel if Said corresponding new frame update unit has 
not already been flagged. 

18. The system of claim 17, wherein said new frame 
update unit comprises a tile representing a plurality of 
pixels. 

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the tile represents an 
area of 16 pixels by Sixteen pixels. 

20. A method of providing updated Video from a target 
computer for updating a remote computer, the method 
comprising the Steps of: 

(A) performing the method of comparing as claimed in 
claim 2, 

(B) searching for flags indicating flagged new frame 
update units, and 

(C) moving flagged new frame update units to a reference 
frame output location for eventual transmission to the 
remote computer; 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein said new frame 
update unit comprises a tile representing a plurality of 
pixels. 

22. The method of claim 20, wherein the method further 
comprises the Step of generating an interrupt request to a 
CPU in response to finding one or more flags in Step B, 
whereby the CPU is alerted to the presence of flagged new 
frame update units. 

23. The method of claim 20, wherein said step C further 
includes the Step of moving to Said reference frame output 
location, for eventual transmission to the remote computer, 
Screen location data for each Said flagged new frame update 
unit. 

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the method further 
comprises the Step of generating average colour data asso 
ciated which each Said new frame update unit, and wherein 
Said Step C further includes the Step of moving, to Said 
reference frame output location, Said average colour data, 
whereby the average colour data can be made available at 
the remote computer for Scaling purposes. 

25. The method of claim 23, wherein said method further 
comprises the Step of determining, for each flagged new 
frame update unit, if the new frame update unit is of a Single 
colour, and wherein Said Step C further comprises the Step of 
Setting a single colour flag if the flagged new frame update 
unit is of a Single colour; 
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whereby bandwidth usage in respect of Single colour 
frames can be reduced by transmitting to the remote 
computer only the Single colour and the Screen location 
of the Single colour frame. 

26. A method of determining whether to reacquire a Video 
Signal from a target computer, wherein the video Signal of 
the target computer is being compared with reference video, 
and update data is being generated from the comparison for 
transmission to a remote computer, the method comprising 
the Steps of: 

(A) monitoring a first condition indicating information 
about a resolution of the Video signal; 

(B) monitoring a second condition indicating information 
about the resolution of the Video signal; 

(C) if the Second condition changes So as to indicate a 
change in the resolution, but the first condition does not 
change So as to indicate a change in the resolution, 
Suspending comparison and update data generation and 
continuing to monitor the first condition to determine 
whether to reacquire the Video Signal; and 

(D) if the Second condition continues to indicate a change 
in the resolution, and the first condition changes So as 
to indicate a change in the resolution, determining that 
the Video signal will be reacquired. 

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the method further 
comprises the Step of resuming comparison and update data 
generation if the second condition recovers from its change 
and the first condition continues to indicate no change in 
resolution. 

28. A method as claimed in claim 27, wherein said first 
condition comprises a raw H-Sync signal associated with the 
Video signal. 

29. A method as claimed in claim 28, wherein said second 
condition comprises a regenerated H-sync signal associated 
with Said comparison and data generation of Said Video 
Signal information. 

30. A method as claimed in claim 29 wherein said second 
condition comprises a regenerated H-Sync signal created by 
an analog-to-digital converter that is converting Said Video 
Signal to a digital Signal for comparison and update data 
generation. 

31. The method of claim 29 further comprising the step of 
resuming comparison and update data generation if the 
regenerated H-sync recovers from its change and the raw 
H-Sync continues to indicate no change in resolution. 

32. A method as claimed in claims 31, the method further 
comprising the Step of: if neither the resuming Step nor Said 
Step D has been performed within a predetermined time, 
determining that the Video signal will be reacquired. 

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the predetermined 
time is 5 Seconds. 

34. A method of reacquiring a Video signal from a target 
computer, wherein the Video signal of the target computer is 
being compared with reference Video, and update data 
generated from the comparison for transmission to a remote 
computer, the method comprising the steps of (1) perform 
ing the method of determining as claimed in claim 27; and 
(2) initiating and completing reacquisition of the video 
Signal. 

35. A method of updating video from a target computer on 
a remote computer, the method comprising the Steps of 
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(I) comparing a Video frame from the target computer to 
reference Video; 

(ii) generating data in the comparing Step for use in 
updating the remote computer; 

(iii) reacquiring the video signal by performing the 
method of claim 31; 

(iv) when the video signal has been reacquired, resuming 
Said comparing and generating StepS. 

36. A digital KVM system comprising: 
an analog-to-digital converter for digitizing an incoming 

Video Signal to produce a Series of new frame pixel 
digital values, 

a difference calculator for calculating the difference 
between each new frame pixel digital value and a 
corresponding reference frame pixel digital value, the 
difference calculator comprising a field programmable 
gate array. 

37. The digital KVM system of claim 36, wherein the 
System further comprises an update data generator for gen 
erating video update data to be transmitted to a remote 
computer. 

38. The digital KVM system of claim 37, wherein the 
update data generator comprises the field programmable 
gate array. 

39. A method for improving the promptness with which 
movement of a mouse at a remote computer is shown on the 
Screen of the remote computer, wherein the mouse is used to 
create inputs to a target computer via a digital KVM, and the 
Screen of the remote computer is updated by the digital 
KVM to display the video from the video signal of the target 
computer, the method comprising the Steps of 

maintaining a representation of an initial position of the 
mouse, 

receiving at the KVM an indication that the mouse has 
moved; 

in response to the indication, interrupting a prepro 
grammed updating Sequence of the KVM and updating 
the Video of the remote computer to reflect the mouse 
movement; and 

resuming the preprogrammed Sequence. 
40. The method of claim 39, further comprising the step 

of changing the representation to reflect a new position 
resulting from movement of the mouse. 

41. The method of claim 39, wherein the receiving step 
comprises the Step of receiving at the KVM indication, 
asSociated with the Video signal, that the mouse has moved. 

42. A System for regulating the transmission of Video 
update units to M remote computers, M being a whole 
number greater than or equal to one, wherein Video frame 
information is being received from a target computer and 
Video update units being generated in response thereto, and 
wherein each remote computer is being updated with the 
update units via a corresponding communication channel 
having a corresponding Speed, the System comprising: 

an update unit generator and an update unit output loca 
tion for holding for transmission pending update units 
generated by the update unit generator; 

a Scanner associated with each channel, each Said Scanner 
being configured to cause transmission of the pending 
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update units from the output location according to a 
preprogrammed Sequence, each Scanner having an 
operating Speed that is coordinated with the Speed of 
the corresponding channel; 

the update unit generator, output location and Scanners 
being configured Such that, if a pending update unit is 
Superseded by a new version of the pending update unit 
prior to being transmitted, the new version will be 
transmitted and the version of the pending update unit 
that was Superseded will not be transmitted. 

43. The system of claim 42, wherein the output location 
is configured to hold only a most recent version of each 
pending update unit, and not Superseded pending update 
units. 

44. The system of claim 43, wherein each update unit 
comprises a tile corresponding to a region of Video Screen 
pixels. 

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the system further 
includes output location individual tilestamps, the output 
location individual tilestamps being associated with Said 
output location, with an output location individual tilestamp 
corresponding to each tile, the System further including 
output location row tilestamps corresponding to each row of 
tiles, Said output location row tilestamps being associated 
with the output location and corresponding to each row of 
tiles, the output location being configured Such that the 
output location individual tilestamps are each incremented 
each time the corresponding tile is transferred to the output 
location for transmission. 

46. The system of claim 45, wherein each output location 
row tilestamp is configured to be incremented So as to 
indicate when a tile in the corresponding row has changed. 

47. The system of claim 46, wherein each output location 
row tilestamp is incremented So as to comprise the tilestamp 
of the most recently changed tile in the corresponding row. 

48. The system of claim 45, the system further including 
a tilestamp Storage location associated with each Scanner 
and its corresponding remote computer, each Scanner tiles 
tamp Storage location including a storage location individual 
tilestamp associated with each tile and a Storage location 
row tilestamp associated with each row of tiles, each Scanner 
and corresponding tilestamp Storage location being config 
ured Such that the preprogrammed Sequence comprises: 

(A) Scanning each Storage location row tilestamp; 
(B) comparing each Storage location row tilestamp to the 

corresponding output location row tilestamp; 
(C) if the storage location row tilestamp differs from the 

corresponding output location row tilestamp, determin 
ing that the corresponding row contains at least one tile 
to be transmitted; 

(D) scanning the storage location individual tilestamps 
corresponding to tiles within the corresponding row, 
comparing them to the corresponding output location 
individual tilestamps, transmitting each tile for which a 
difference is found between the corresponding Storage 
location tilestamp and the corresponding output loca 
tion tilestamp, incrementing the corresponding Storage 
location tilestamp to make it equal in value to the 
corresponding output location individual tilestamp, and 
resuming the Sequence at Step A. 

49. A device for permitting control of a target computer by 
a remote computer, wherein the device is operatively con 
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nectable to the remote computer So as to receive remote 
computer mouse and keyboard Signals and transmit video 
update data to the remote computer, the device further being 
operatively connectable to the target computer So as to 
provide the remote computer keyboard and mouse Signals as 
control inputs to the target computer and So as to receive a 
target computer Video signal for generation of Video update 
data, the device including a virtual memory disk, the Virtual 
floppy disk comprising a memory Space associated with the 
device, the device being configured to permit a user of the 
remote computer to mount the device to the remote com 
puter, transfer data to the Virtual memory disk, and unmount 
the virtual memory disk, the device further being configured 
to permit the user, by controlling the target computer 
through the remote computer, to mount the Virtual memory 
disk to the target computer, transfer the data to the target 
computer, and unmount the virtual memory disk from the 
target computer. 

50. The device of claim 49, wherein the memory space is 
configured So as to mimic the size and memory format a 
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bootable floppy disk, and So as to permit the target computer 
to reboot from the memory Space. 

51. The device of claim 50, wherein the device is con 
figured to permit an image of the bootable floppy disk to be 
downloaded into the memory Space, Such that each byte 
from the bootable floppy disk is Saved at the corresponding 
byte location of the virtual memory disk. 

52. The device of claim 50, wherein the device is con 
figured So as to connect the virtual memory disk to the target 
computer via a USB connection. 

53. The device of claim 49, wherein the virtual memory 
disk comprises a virtual CDROM residing on a server 
operatively connected to the device. 

54. The device of claim 53, wherein the device and virtual 
CDROM are configured to present a bootable CDROM to 
the target computer. 


